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Bangkok Metropolitan and the Environs

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information supplied, by viewing this map the user agrees that neither www.2bangkok.com nor the producer of this map shall be held responsible for any loss or damage caused by or arising out of the use of the information found in this map. This is NOT, in any way, an official document issued by the companies or authorities that are currently or have been involved in these infrastructure projects. Under no circumstances may any individual or organisation readily reproduce or commercially use this map without prior written permission from the map producer, Chudaporn Maps. Details shown on this map include existing and planned infrastructure which is subject to change. The system map of Bangkok rail transit network is also available at www.2bangkok.com free of charge. These two maps are being constantly updated and they will be posted online when a significant amount of changes, improvements or corrections have been made.

Your feedback and suggestions are welcome at zoowatch@thmail.com